SHAPING TRUST IN HYDROGEN

We develop dedicated sustainable energy services and solutions all along the value chain from production to end use.

Safe, adaptive landscape
We assess the compliance of public assets and infrastructure as they undergo a safe transformation in order to accommodate hydrogen use.

Light and heavy mobility
We certify hydrogen components and supplies, and verify their functional safety, integrity level for safe end use, and integration.

Origin
Because hydrogen can be produced in different ways, we certify hydrogen origin from renewable sources for a trusted end-to-end traceability. Additionally, we certify hydrogen production units in terms of safety and environmental risk management.

Residential wellbeing
We certify the quality of hydrogen for domestic use and in heating systems and control installations.

Scalability and sustainability
Leveraging our global network of experts, we support upstream, midstream and downstream hydrogen stakeholders to ensure the consistent development of the hydrogen value chain worldwide.

Low carbon footprint
We accompany heavy industries in their carbon reduction initiatives and in the emergence of synthetic fuels.